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GENERIC is a standard onboard diagnostic tool
designed and developed for legislation based
diagnostics on modern vehicles.
GENERIC is a product developed for legislated diagnostics

USER FRIENDLY
GENERIC: so easy, you don´t even need a
manual.

such as emission related inspections. It can be used on all
modern cars, commercial vehicles and buses.
GENERIC is a universal software based on the standardised
and legislated on board diagnostic information that is
available in the vehicle. With the vehicle communication

FAST AND RELIABLE
With GENERIC you perform a high
quality service for more vehicles in
less time.

interface CDP+ and GENERIC you get access to this
information.
GENERIC is used by many satisfied customers like vehicle
inspection companies, roadside inspection organizations,
police forces and insurance companies.

UP TO DATE
With GENERIC you will always be up
to date with the latest legislation for
vehicle inspection.

AUTOCOM GENERIC & CDP+
In order to use GENERIC you need a vehicle communication interface
(VCI). Our latest VCI is called CDP+. You buy GENERIC and CDP+ in a
product kit which includes user license (1 year) and a case.

GENERIC
GENERIC software allows you to perform
legislated diagnostics during periodical vehicle
inspection. You can use it on all modern cars,
trucks and buses. Generic gives you the ability
to read and erase fault codes, read freeze
frame data and view vehicle information.
GENERIC comes with a 1 year user license with
regular updates.

AUTOCOM GENERIC software

CDP+
The GENERIC software works together with the
vehicle communications interface CDP+. This is a
truly universal tool which covers all communication standards and protocols necessary to communicate with all types of vehicles. Together with
our selection of adapter cables diagnostics on
older vehicles and vehicles using proprietary connectors is as easy as it should be. CDP+ is your key
to vehicle intelligence.
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Also compatible with:

CARS

TRUCKS
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